Although traditionally there has been a debate over whether object recognition involves 3-D structural descriptions or 2-D views, most current approaches to object recognition include the representation of object structure in some form. An advantage for the processing of structural or configural information in objects has been recently demonstrated using a change detection task (Keane, Hayward, & Burke, 2003) . We report two experiments that extend this finding and show that configural information dominates change detection performance regardless of an object's orientation. Experiment 1 demonstrated the advantage that configural information has over shape and part arrangement information in change detection across four different object rotations in depth. Experiment 2 showed that this advantage occurs for both categorical and coordinate configural changes. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that configural information is a critical feature of object representations and that this information is utilized effectively in object recognition across changes in viewpoint. 
INTRODUCTION
As we move around the world and the world moves around us, the distance, position, view, shape, and shading of objects continually change. Despite potentially substantial variations in the retinal images produced by objects, our ability to recognise them is not disrupted. What information in the visual environment is being exploited to allow us to recognise objects as the same or discriminate between different ones? For the most part, early theorizing about visual object recognition and the problem of recognising 3D objects (despite 2D retinal image input) fell into one of two classes of models. One class postulated the existence of viewpoint invariant representations of objects that included 3D information about parts and spatial relations. The other class argued that representations were based on 2D images and were viewpoint dependent. As disparate as these two classes may appear, recent research in this area has begun to investigate the co-operation of these models (Foster & Gilson, 2002) .
One particular object property that has been posited as a key factor in the co-operation between viewpoint dependent and viewpoint invariant theories is structure, or spatial configuration Foster & Gilson, 2002; Hummel & Stankiewicz, 1998; Tarr & Bülthoff, 1998) . Tarr & Bülthoff (1998) were among the first researchers to suggest that structural information might be encoded along with multiple 2D viewpoint dependent representations of objects. Subsequently, models of object representation and recognition have begun to openly incorporate structure and spatial relations with 2D view information. For example, , 2001 , 2003 proposed the Chorus of Fragments (CoF) theory of object representation.
CoF proposes that structure is central to object representation and that the constituent parts of an object are coarsely coded 2D shape fragments, not volumetric primitives.
A recent model of object recognition proposed by Foster and Gilson (2002) also effectively combines both structural and view-based information. Foster and Gilson's model is based on empirical data that shows sensitivity to both structural and 2D view information. They found that although differences to object structure were discriminated more readily than metric property differences, they displayed very similar viewpoint dependence. Based on their results, Foster and Gilson argue for a simple additive model of object recognition that includes independent terms for object structure and 2D view information.
Object structure or configuration has been widely investigated in relatively simple objects and has been generally shown to be an important type of information in visual processing. For example, the dominance of configural information over component properties has been demonstrated in the perceptual organisation of 2D objects (see Kimchi, 2003 for a review). An advantage for configural information has also been demonstrated in change detection studies with novel 3D objects (Keane, Hayward, & Burke, 2003; Favelle, Palmisano, Burke, & Hayward, in press ). Keane, et al. (2003) investigated change detection in novel objects for: (i) the configuration of object parts, (ii) the shape of those parts, and (iii) the relative arrangement of object parts.
Using a one-shot change detection task, Keane et al. found that observers detected changes to the configuration of object parts quicker and more accurately than changes to the shape of the parts or a switching of parts. This result suggests that information regarding the global configuration of parts is better encoded than more local details, such as part shape. Further, categorical configural changes were found to be easier to detect than coordinate (metric based) configural changes. Thus, it is the configural nature of the change and not the size of the change per se that is responsible for this "configural advantage" in which changes to the configuration of object parts are more quickly and more accurately detected than changes to the shape of those parts or a switching of parts.
The abovementioned configural effects were found in conditions where viewpoint was held constant. However, objects are rarely seen from a single viewpoint. Our visual experience typically includes numerous different views of objects in the environment. The aim of the current paper is to investigate the "configural advantage" finding further. In particular, we wish to investigate whether these differences in configuration, switch and shape change detection remain when viewpoint changes and consequently whether this "configural advantage" can be used to add to what we know about object perception and models that combine configural or structural information with 2D view information.
There is evidence that spatial configuration may not be critical for object recognition across changes in viewpoint. Johnston and Hayes (2000) examined recognition for objects that were discriminable based on either morphological (shape) information about parts or spatial configuration of parts across various viewpoint manipulations (stimuli could be rotated either in depth or in the picture plane). In four experiments, using both sequential matching and learning/recognition tasks, performance for objects that were discriminable based on the spatial configuration of parts was poorer than for objects that were discriminable by the shape of their parts, particularly for delayed recognition. Further, they found a larger viewpoint effect for spatial configuration changes than part shape changes; in effect this meant that the differences between the conditions became larger as the objects were rotated from the studied view. Johnston and Hayes argue that the reason for this poor performance is that 2D projections of relative positions of parts are highly viewpoint dependent and do not allow for accurate discrimination between objects under depth rotation.
The shape and configuration change conditions used by Keane et al. (2003) correspond approximately to Johnston and Hayes' (2000) morphological and spatial relations object sets. Both have one condition where part shape is manipulated while overall spatial relations among parts are held constant, and another condition in which part identity or shape remains constant with a manipulation of spatial configuration.
However, the results of the two studies are very different. Whereas Keane et al. (2003) found better performance when spatial relations were manipulated, Johnston and Hayes (2000) report better performance for manipulations of object shape.
One obvious difference between the studies is that Johnston and Hayes (2000) included a viewpoint manipulation, whereas Keane et al. (2003) always showed objects from a single viewpoint. Thus, Keane et al.' s finding that spatial configuration changes were detected most easily may be due to the fact that they only examined one viewpoint. A possible integration of the two sets of results would be the prediction that part shape should become more useful to the observer as the viewpoint difference between the two stimuli increased. However, if object representation and recognition is accurately modelled by the combination of structural and view based information, then the configural effects found at zero degrees rotation should persist across viewpoint.
Another difference between the Keane et al. (2003) and Johnston and Hayes (2002) studies is in the experimental tasks used. Johnston and Hayes used both sequential matching and delayed learning tasks to tap in to short-and longer-term object representations, respectively. They found the pattern of performance to be fairly similar between these tasks. The experimental task employed by Keane et al. (and in the current paper) is a one-shot change detection task with a same-different response.
In essence, it is a sequential matching task (typically used to investigate short-term object recognition, e.g., Hayward & Tarr, 1997; Johnston & Hayes, 2002; Tarr, Bülthoff, Zabinski & Blanz, 1997) , but the analysis pertains primarily to the "different" trials rather than the "same" trials. The rationale behind the use of change detection in this case is that by discovering the types of changes to objects that are easily detected, we can identify object properties that are exploited and represented by the visual system.
The two experiments in this paper investigate whether detection performance for object property changes are differentially affected by changes to an object's orientation in depth. If the configural advantage found previously for object change detection (Keane et al., 2003) generalizes to new viewpoints that would suggest that configural information is readily utilised across the different viewpoints and lend support to theories of object representation and recognition that propose a key role for object structure. In Experiment 1 we investigate the detection of three types of property changes to objects across rotations in depth. In Experiment 2 we performed a more systematic investigation of the use of configural information across viewpoints by using separate changes to categorical and coordinate relations.
EXPERIMENT 1
The object properties investigated in Experiment 1 were the same as in Keane et al. (2003) . The changes to be detected were: (i) configural, where a part would move location on the object body resulting in a new part configuration, (ii) shape based, where one part would change shape, or (iii) a switch, where two parts would switch locations (see Figure 1a ). Change detection performance was measured across changes in object orientation in depth, from 0 to 45 degrees. If changes to configural information are detected quicker and more accurately than shape or switch changes regardless of an object's orientation, then this would suggest that object structure is important information which is retained across viewpoint change.
Method

Subjects
A total of 30 undergraduate students participated and were tested individually.
Subjects received course credit for participating.
Materials
Stimuli were rendered images of 3D novel objects. Each object was composed of a main body with three appendage parts. The appendages attached to the body at three of six possible positions. Each of the six "standard" objects had a change in part configuration, a change in part shape and a switching of parts made to each of their "limb" parts. Objects were shown rotated by 0, 15, 30 and 45 degrees around the vertical axis giving a total of 240 different object exemplars used in the current experiment (see Figure 1b) . The mask used in this experiment was 400 x 300 pixels in size and consisted of elements from a variety of object images. The experiment was controlled by RSVP software (www.tarrlab.org) on Macintosh computers with 17" Macintosh CRT (640 x 480 pixels).
The experiment consisted of 360 randomly ordered trials. Each trial began with a fixation cross appearing for 500 ms at the centre of the screen, followed by the first object for 2 s, a mask appearing on the screen for 1500 ms, and finally the second object which remained on the screen until the subject responded. Responses for each trial timed out after 5 s. The next trial began 1 s after the subject made a response or the trial timed out. Each stimulus was jittered by 25 pixels, that is, randomly placed at a position 25 pixels in any direction from the centre of the screen.
Half of the trials were "same" trials and half were "different". The different trials were split equally into the three change conditions. The second object was presented at a viewpoint of 0, 15, 30 or 45 degrees rotated in depth. Further, the second object was either identical to the first or different in one of three ways: (i) part shape; (ii) a switching of parts; or (iii) spatial configuration. Participants were instructed to indicate, regardless of differences in rotation, whether the two objects presented to them were the "same" or "different" by pressing corresponding keys on a keyboard.
Results and Discussion
Accuracy (proportion correct), sensitivity (d') and reaction time (RT) data were collected. The d' data measured the observers' sensitivity to the different types of change independently of their response bias (MacMillan & Creelman, 1991) . Each observer's "same-different" responses were converted into hit rates (H) and false alarm rates (F), respectively. These rates, expressed as probabilities ranging between 0.0 and 1.0, were used to calculate d' as follows: MacMillan & Creelman, 1991; chapter 6) . RT data analysis was conducted using accurate responses. Accuracy, d' and RT data were analysed using a 3x4 repeated measures ANOVA including the within subjects factors of change type (configuration, shape, or switch) and orientation (0, 15, 30, or 45 degrees).
Considering proportion correct (see Figure 2 ), participants were more accurate at detecting a spatial configuration change (0.89) and less accurate at detecting either a switch (0.81) or a shape change (0.81). A 3x4 repeated measures ANOVA for accuracy showed significant main effects for change type, F(2,58) = 13.05, p < .01
and orientation, F(2,58) = 11.07, p < .01, but no interaction between change type and orientation, F(6,174) = 1.71, p = .12. Bonferroni-adjusted post hoc contrasts show that configuration changes were detected significantly more accurately than either shape or switch changes (both p < .01) and that there was no significant difference in accuracy between shape and switch changes (p = .73). A trend analysis was conducted for the main effect of orientation on accuracy. The linear and quadratic contrasts were significant, F(1,29) = 25.38, p < .01 and F(1,29) = 7.47, p < .01, respectively. The cubic contrast was not significant (p = .56). The quadratic trend was interpreted as indicating that there was very little difference in detection performance between the 0 and 15 degree conditions. As seen in Figure 2 , the d' data showed the same pattern as the accuracy data. Both the main effects of change type and orientation were significant while their two-way interaction was not significant indicating that our experimental manipulations altered participants' sensitivity to change, rather then their response bias.
The RT data reflected the pattern found in both the accuracy and d' data (see Figure   3 ). A 3x4 repeated measures ANOVA on RT, also showed significant main effects for change type, F(2,58) = 11.57, p < .01 and orientation, F(2,58) = 13.32, p < .01, with no interaction between change type and orientation, F(6,174) = 1.17, p = .32.
Bonferroni-adjusted post hoc contrasts showed that configuration changes were detected significantly quicker than either shape or switch changes (both p < .01) and that there was no significant difference in RT between shape and switch changes (p = .15). A trend analysis was conducted for the main effect of orientation on RT. The linear contrast was significant, F(1,29) = 36.10, p < .01. Neither the quadratic nor cubic contrasts were significant (both p > .06).
-
Overall, detection of change to 3D objects was found to be viewpoint dependent (Johnston & Hayes 2000; Tarr, Williams, Hayward, & Gauthier, 1998) . However, contrary to Johnston and Hayes' (2000) findings, the current results showed that accuracy and sensitivity were greater and RT faster for detecting configural changes than for either shape or switch changes. There was no significant difference between the shape and switch conditions in accuracy, d' or RT. This suggests that coarse configural information was being utilised quickly and accurately across different object viewpoints in depth, and that observers were more sensitive to changes to this information than to information about the shape of individual components.
Magnitude of Change
When comparing different types of change, a concern arises regarding quantitative differences in the magnitude of the changes. This issue was addressed in a previous paper (Keane et al., 2003) investigating the detection of the same kinds of changes (configural, shape and switch) made to novel objects. In that paper, objects were always viewed at 0 o rotation. Keane et al (2003) employed a quantitative measure of change in which the number of pixels that changed from black to white or vice-versa in the two silhouetted objects was calculated (see also Williams & Simons, 2000) .
This pixel change measure approximates the extent to which both external contours and internal visual features differ between two stimuli. Keane et al. found that this measure could not account for the differences in accuracy between the three types of change, suggesting that it was indeed the type of change, rather than the quantitative nature of the change that was responsible for their findings.
The current accuracy data were subjected to a similar analysis. We employed two different measures of quantitative change (see Appendix A for the mean values for each measure in each condition). The first was the pixel change measure used previously by Keane et al (2003) and Williams and Simons (2000) . 
EXPERIMENT 2
In Experiment 1, changes to part configuration were consistently detected quicker and more accurately than changes made to part shape and switch changes, even across object rotations in depth. Thus, information about the spatial relations between components seems to be encoded in a fashion that can be deployed not just for images depicting the object from the same viewpoint (Keane et al, 2003) , but also across
viewpoints. If this is indeed the case, in what form is this information encoded?
Different models make distinct predictions. Structural description theories of object recognition propose the representation of object parts in terms of categorical spatial relations (e.g., one part is above or below another; Biederman, 1987; Hummel & 1 These are in terms of the colour values, so the maximum difference would be obtained from a purely black image changing to a purely white image (this would score 100%). Any other change would score less than 100%. 2 Given that all components had the same physical colour (purple), this measure will reflect increasing differences in colour caused by, for example, increasing rotations of an object that systematically change surface angle with respect to lighting and therefore make a surface seem brighter or darker. Stankiewicz, 1996) . Alternatively, viewpoint dependent theories rely on coordinate spatial relations (e.g., the metric direction and distance between two points; Bülthoff, Edelman, & Tarr, 1995) .
With viewpoint held constant, Keane et al. (2003) found that change detection for categorical relations was more accurate than for coordinate relations (although the RTs were not different), in accordance with structural description theories of object recognition. Given this result, it was expected that categorical spatial relations would also be more useful when the studied image had to be generalized across viewpoint.
In Experiment 2, we tested the ability to detect changes to categorical and coordinate spatial relations across different object rotations in depth. Importantly, as in Keane et al. (2003) , the categorical and coordinate spatial relations changes investigated in the current experiment were created such that it was only the relations between parts that distinguished the two changes -the quantitative difference between categorical and coordinate changes was identical. We expected to replicate the pattern of results found by Keane et al (2003) at zero degrees rotation; however, the main concern of this experiment was whether this pattern would remain across changes in viewpoint.
In particular, we were interested in (i) whether we would replicate the general configural detection advantage over switch and shape detection, and (ii) whether categorical changes to configurations would be detected more easily than coordinate changes.
Method
Subjects
A total of 29 undergraduate students participated and were tested individually.
Materials
The stimuli used in this experiment were a subset of those used by Keane et al. (2003, Experiment 4; see Figure 3 for an example). The stimuli were rendered images of three-dimensional novel objects similar to those used in Experiment 1. Each object was composed of a main body with three appendage parts. The appendages or "limbs"
were attached to the body at three of nine possible positions. There were six "base" objects, each having categorical, coordinate or shape changes made to them. For any particular object the same part was involved in all the experimental conditions. The two other appendage parts of the object were also involved in configuration and shape changes; however, these "other" changes were included so that subjects would not focus attention solely on the part involved in the categorical or metric change (which would perhaps bias results). The distance an appendage part moved was quantitatively identical for both categorical and coordinate changes, but involved different changes in relation to the two other appendage parts. The categorical change involved one part moving along the body such that it went from above a second appendage to below (or vice versa) and in line with the third appendage. The coordinate change involved one part moving along the body such that it was further above or below the two other appendages (see Figure 3 ).
---------------------------Insert Figure 3 about here ---------------------------
Objects were shown at four different viewpoints in depth. Each object was rotated around the vertical axis 0º, 15º, 30º and 45º giving a total of 288 different object exemplars used in the current experiment. All objects were photorealistically rendered with the same colour and texture. The entire background screen was white. The mask used in this experiment was 425 by 312 pixels in area. The experiment was controlled by RSVP software (www.tarrlab.org) on Macintosh computers with 17" Macintosh CRT (640 x 480 pixels).
Procedure
The experiment consisted of 528 randomly ordered trials. The same procedure was used as for Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
Three separate 3x4 repeated measures ANOVAs including the within subjects factors of change type (categorical configuration, coordinate configuration, shape) and orientation (0, 15, 30, or 45 degrees) were conducted on accuracy (proportion correct), sensitivity (d') and reaction time (RT). RT data analysis was conducted using accurate responses.
The 3x4 ANOVA for accuracy data showed significant main effects of change type, F(2,56) = 16.45, p <.01, and orientation, F(3,84) = 7.93, p <.01 but no significant interaction between factors, F(6,168) = 1.21, p = .31. Figure 5 suggests a decrease in accuracy as orientation change increased. A trend analysis conducted for the main effect of orientation on accuracy revealed that the linear and quadratic trends were significant (both p < .05). This pattern was likely to be due to the greater accuracy at 15 degrees rotation relative to both zero and thirty degrees rotation.
Even though the interaction between orientation and change type was not significant, Figure 4 shows that the trend at zero degrees is similar to Keane et al's (2003) results.
Indeed, a planned comparison between categorical and coordinate changes at zero degrees (mean proportion correct 0.90 and 0.83, respectively) showed a significant difference (p < .05). The same comparison at 45 degrees (mean proportion correct 0.85 and 0.82, respectively) was not significant (p = .38). Bonferroni-adjusted post hoc contrasts showed that when collapsed across orientation, accuracy for shape changes was significantly worse than any other type of change (all p < .001, see Figure 5 ). Although overall detection accuracy for categorical relation changes was greater than for coordinate relation changes (mean proportion correct 0.89 and 0.85, respectively), this difference was not significant (p = .19). As seen in Figure 5 , the d' data showed the same pattern as the accuracy data. Both the main effects were significant, while the interaction was not significant. In addition, a Bonferroniadjusted post hoc contrast showed that overall sensitivity was not significantly different for categorical and coordinate changes (p = .22). These d' results indicate that our experimental manipulations altered participants' sensitivity to change, rather then their response bias.
A 3x4 repeated measures ANOVA for RT, also showed significant main effects for change type, F(2,56) = 8.08, p < .01 and orientation, F(3,84) = 5.86, p < .01, with no significant interaction between change type and orientation, F(6,168) = 0.88, p = .51 (see Figure 6 ). Bonferroni-adjusted post hoc contrasts showed that there was no difference in RT between the types of configural changes (p = .83) and that both types of configural change were detected significantly quicker than shape changes (both p < .01). A trend analysis was conducted for the main effect of orientation on RT. The linear contrast was significant (p < .05) indicating that RT increased as the degree of rotation increased. The quadratic contrast was not significant (p = .07).
In Experiment 2, shape changes were detected significantly slower and less accurately than other change types, regardless of object orientation. Categorical and coordinate configural changes were created using quantitatively equal sized shifts of parts (presumably creating equal sized changes in pixel change, contour, colour, luminance, etc), yet when viewpoint is held constant there is clearly a difference in subjects' ability to detect categorical and coordinate changes. However, there is no interaction between change type and orientation; across all orientations the speed and accuracy of both categorical and coordinate change detection remained similar. While changes to categorical spatial relations appear to be more accurately detected when the viewpoint remained constant, there was little evidence to support the contention of a general difference between categorical and coordinate spatial relations across object rotations in this experiment. Thus, the current data indicates that configural information in terms of both categorical and coordinate relations provides useful information for object discrimination across changes in viewpoint, an idea compatible with such models as Hummel and Stankiewicz's (1998) MetriCat, which encodes both categorical and coordinate spatial relations.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Across all manipulations of object stimuli, detection of configural changes remained superior to that of shape and switch changes. In contrast to Johnston and Hayes (2000) , both experiments showed that regardless of orientation in depth, configural changes to objects were detected more quickly and more accurately than part shape or switch changes. In attempting to understand the differences in results between these two studies, three task differences might be important. First, the Johnston and Hayes study used object sets that were constructed of a different number of parts. The set matched on spatial relations consisted of objects with three or four parts whereas objects matched on morphology each had five parts. This resulted in different basic configurations of the objects in each set, making comparison of the two difficult (indeed, Johnston and Hayes never made a direct comparison of recognition performance for the two sets of objects). The increased complexity (number of parts) of the objects discriminable by spatial relations may at least partially account for the relatively poorer performance Johnston and Hayes found for this condition. Second, the range of viewpoints used in the Johnston and Hayes (2000) study was much larger (up to 180°) than the range of the current study (up to 45°).
Third, and perhaps most important, changes to objects in the Johnston and Hayes (2000) study involved all components (i.e., morphology changes altered the shapes of all parts, and changes to spatial relations altered the connectivity of all components).
Thus, participants in their study performed trials with a greater degree of change in object morphology, configuration and rotation size. Further, since in the morphology change experiments successful matching and recognition could be done based on just one part (any part), it may not be surprising that performance was better than for spatial relation change experiments in which the relations between all parts had to be encoded for successful matching and recognition. In contrast, the current study used object stimuli that consist of the same number of parts (each object has four parts) and conditions in which changes to part morphology (shape) and spatial relations each involved only one part. Using stimuli of this kind allowed us to more directly compare spatial relations between parts with the part shape. Further, it required participants to encode objects as a whole at study, since it was not known which part would change or how. Perhaps a more holistic or global encoding of objects leads to changes of a more global nature (such as configuration changes) being easier to detect than local changes (such as the shape of one part). Such a hypothesis needs to be investigated by future studies.
Experiment 2 demonstrated that the advantage found for changes to spatial relations across object rotation did not depend upon whether the configural change was categorical or coordinate in nature. Changes of similar magnitude to the configuration of an object appeared to be detected at a similar speed and accuracy. Obviously, the finding of a null result makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions; however, it is interesting to compare these results with those of Hummel and Stankiewicz (1996) . In their study, they compared recognition at a single viewpoint of objects that differed in categorical or coordinate spatial relations. Similar to the current results and those of Keane et al. (2003) , when viewpoint was fixed they found less confusion between objects sharing categorical relations than coordinate relations. Of interest is whether such differences would remain if they had examined performance across changes in viewpoints. The results of Experiment 2 suggest that this is an important condition to be considered.
The data from the present study suggest a key role for coarse configural information (in terms of both categorical and coordinate relations) in the perception of novel objects across rotation in depth (at least up to rotations of 45 o ), and a reduced role for the shape of specific components. On the whole, these results provide support for the general idea that structural information may be encoded along with multiple viewpoint specific representations of objects (Tarr & Bülthoff, 1998) . More specifically, the current findings together with those of Keane et al. (2003) are compatible , 2001 , 2003 CoF theory of object representation in which object structure is the principal element of object representation and the parts of an object are coarsely coded shape fragments. Indeed, we found that configural changes, and not shape changes, were detected accurately and quickly regardless of the object's orientation in depth. Further, viewpoint dependent performance was found across all change types, with configural changes (both coordinate and categorical) being consistently detected most quickly and accurately.
Important to note, however, is that although coarse configural information is used quickly and accurately across different object viewpoints, it appears subject to the same decay across changes in viewpoint as other shape information. That is, configural information appears to be qualitatively similar to other kinds of shape information; it simply gives a stronger quantitative signal at all viewpoints. This is compatible with Foster and Gilson's (2002) of a model of object recognition that combines both structural and view-based information in a simple additive model that includes independent terms for object structure and 2D view information. This model accounts for the current results in that it is sensitive to structural features, but generally viewpoint dependent. 
